Rules & Terms
Accepted lengths :
- shorts under 30 min,
- features under 2hours (narrative, behind the scenes and
documentary only)
- scripts longs or shorts accepted under 120 pages, french or english
written.
Accepted languages :
- any language if subtitled in French or English or Spanish
- English, Spanish, or French with or without subs.
IMPORTANT - MANDATORY
The Paris Play Film Festival manages a platform (http://
parisonlinefilmfestival.com) which pushes online a dedicated page for
each and every nominated film.
You submission to the festival MUST include a video (trailer or
excerpt), with NO privacy settings, so we can embed this video on
your profile page on our website.
We do NOT screen the films online, only trailers or excerpts.
If your submission does not include such a video or a link that we can
embed, we will not be in the position to nominate your film.
>>> FOCUS <<< (trailers, demo, behind the scenes…)
You can submit your actor demo, DOP reel, movie trailer, your home
made commercials, and scripts.
As a newcomer, a talent, an artist, you gotta get noticed. You gotta
attract attention to your work. This is why we created the FOCUS
branch, so you can get your demo watched, and shared. If you’re
selected, your get free advertisement and you can expand the
connexions. If you get to win, you get it all with your demo, which you
would have done anyway.
Behind the scenes : we accept bloopers, bonus made for DVD...
>>> TALENTS <<< (LGBT, scripts, students…)
You can submit your short form (narrative or not), as your dance film,
music video, LGBT expression…
There are some movies that demand special awareness, because
they are « avant garde », because they are close to pieces of art,

because they are often close to cross the line, because most of the
time they just don’t care about the genres. This is just your talent
expressing itself, so is the TALENT branch of the POFF.
Trailers and teasers accepted.
>>> VENTURE <<< (Short forms by genre)
You can submit your short form, choose your genre so your work can
be recognized / spotted !
We choose a wide range of genres, so pick yours and show us what
you’re capable of and what you did !
Documentary : if you submit a behind-the-scenes documentary, a
making-of, a DVD bonus... : please submit to the FOCUS / Behind the
scenes category.
DATE of the festival is subject to change to get the right venue for the
event.

